
As the environment in which we operate continues to grow more volatile and complex, organizations need a new 

Playbook to seize opportunities faster. One consequence of this is projects and initiatives are rapidly becoming 

the primary means through which strategy is executed and key work is accomplished. Organizations need 

more leaders who can step up to lead more complex initiatives in this dynamic operating environment. And, as 

an individual project leader, advancing now requires more than the essential skills to build plans and actively 

manage scope and performance. Today’s leaders need an adaptive mindset and skill set. This programme is run 

in partnership with the company Strategy Execution

WHO SHOULD ATTEND:

Leaders and managers seeking a transformative 

educational experience that will provide the crucial 

skills needed to ensure successful execution of 

complex projects and accelerate their career. 

Participants typically will have 5-15 years of 

experience and will lead projects as a regular  

way of working.

This blended on-campus and on-

line offering combines world class 

educators with Strategy Execution’s  

practical  experience and application. 

It is an opportunity to learn powerful 

career-changing skills, network with 

peers across  industries in the rich 

learning environment of Duke CE’s 

South Africa Campus. 

Smarter project-based 
work for a more

complex world

The programme consists of eight 
modules* designed to help leaders 
navigate complexity through the 
three domains critical to execution 
today: STRATEGY, WORK, 
and PEOPLE.

Six modules must be taken and 
completed (two required/four electives) 
to earn certification from Duke 
Corporate Education.
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REQUIRED COURSES

ELECTIVE COURSES

Up to 50% of the programme Modules can be done online

Reduce the strategy execution performance 
gap by aligning work to the strategy

Applying design thinking
to improve the results of
project-based strategic
initiatives

* Each module is 3 days long, delivered on a timetable over 9 months


